"WALL MOUNT FOAMING SYSTEMS" apply thick, soaking chemical foam, which stays active until rinsed.

- Foam will dwell on both vertical and horizontal surfaces to react with soil for easy removal.
- Consistent water pressure and accurate chemical dilution rates.
- Regulates incoming water pressure.
- Unlike high pressure sprayers, foam does not force itself into sensitive areas causing equipment malfunction.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Has built-in injection system, chemical is proportioned automatically.
- Provides for adjustable injection rates. The metering tips allow for easy user concentration adjustment.
- For ease of operation, there is only one foam adjustment valve.
- Will produce up to 50 gallons of foam per minute.
- Ability to spray foam up to 30 feet with most foaming products.
- Pump or air-operated units are available.

CONTROL FUNCTION

- **Food Processing** - baking, brewing, dairy, food preparation, pet food, poultry, red meat, seafood, smoke houses, snack foods and soft drinks

SPECIFICATIONS

- Chemical resistance - caustics, alkalines, chlorinated cleaners, acids
- Air-operated pump - polypropylene body, viton seals
- Air requirements - 3 to 5 cfm @ 40-80 psi
- Hose - 50’ of 3/4” ID reinforced hose

OPTIONS

- 75’ color-coded hose available
- 1 gal, 2-1/2 gal, or 5 gal chemical container holders